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JUNO Physics Overview
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Neutrino mass ordering

Precise measurement of 
neutrino parameters

Solar neutrino
Geo-neutrino

Supernova burst neutrino

Diffuse Supernova 
Neutrino Background 
(DSNB)

Nucleon decay



JUNO Detector
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JUNO Collaboration
Collaboration established in 2014
17 country/regions, 77 institutions, ~600 collaborators by now
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Where we start
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Principle of Neural Network: Structure
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input X output Y
weights W1
bias b1 hidden layer H

weights W2
bias b2

H = σ(W1X+b1)
Y = σ(W2H+b2)

Y = F(X; W1,W2,b1,b2)

Usually we have much more than one hidden layer, and use some special layers (CNN,RNN,etc)

σ: activation function,
provide non-linearity,
usually we use ‘ReLU’



Principle of Neural Network: Feed Forward
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time

charge

position: (-3.3, 8.8, 11.6) m  
energy:    4.56MeV

f(time, charge, PMT position;W,b)

(0.0079,-0.0012, 0.0042)m

initialize parameters  W1,W2...b1,b2...

initial parameters not good. We need to improve them



Principle of Neural Network: Loss Function
Real position: Y
Neural network output: F(X;W1...Wi,b1...bi)
How to evaluate the network output:
L = ||F(X;W1...Wi,b1...bi) - Y||2

minimize L
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we start here

we want to be here

gradient descent: 



Principle of Neural Network: Back Propagation
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X

σ(W1X+b1)
……

σ(WiHi+bi)

F(X) L(F(X),Y)

……

forward prop

back prop



Vertex and Energy Reconstruction (low energy)
❏ Training data sample: 2M e+ uniform in the detector, kinetic enegy continuous in (1,10) MeV
❏ Test data sample: 10k e+ events at each discrete energy points
❏ No TTS, no dark noise

❏ Vertex resolution: 5.6cm@1MeV
❏ Energy resolution:
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energy reconstructed by traditional 
algorithm



Muon Reconstruction
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❏ Cosmic muon is one of the main source of background in JUNO, so we want to reconstruct the 
muon track with high accuracy and efficiency

❏ Angle error α: RMS ~ 0.3 degree
❏ The angle between reconstructed direction and real direction

❏ Distance error: ~60 mm
❏ Distance means the distance from the trajectory line to the center of the detector
❏ Distance error = distancereconstructed - distancereal

❏ Reconstruction efficiency > 99%



Pulse Shape Discrimination
❏ Here we use time profile of one event as input, instead of time & charge 

image
❏ alpha/beta: 

❏ 0.1M samples
❏ study the probability to identify alphas in U/Th chain

❏ e/p discrimination: 
❏ 0.1M samples
❏ study the performance in DSNB energy window

❏ Almost 100% discrimination for alpha/bata and e/p
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Some discussion 
❏ We train the neural network with MC data
❏ We need to reconstruct real data
❏ There is always a gap between simulation and reality.
❏ Calibration data is limited, can’t meet the requirement to train 

the network.

❏ a new idea:
❏ Refer to the idea of transfer learning
❏ We can use MC data to train our network, then use calibration data to 

fine tune the network.
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Summary
❏ Machine learning method is proved to be helpful in the JUNO 

experiment
❏ Wide applications:

❏ low energy event reconstruction
❏ muon reconstruction
❏ particle identification

❏ Some issues:
❏ Still some information lose: Spherical symmetry, PMT pulse 

information, etc
❏ Bias between MC and real data
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Back Up
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